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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Guided-wave optical circuits composed of integrated optical (10)

and fiber optic (FO) devices are a rapidly emerging communication and

signal processing technology that offers very large bandwidths while

being immune to interference and crosstalk. In this program, we have

designed, fabricated, tested, and delivered to the Air Force an elec-

trically activated planar waveguide switch, one of the key 1O compo-

nents required to implement signal-processing concepts. This four-

port planar device packaged with single-mode fiber-optic pigtails is

shown in Figure 1. Applications of the device include signal processing

for interferometric sensors such as fiber-optic rotation sensors (FORS)

and programmable tapped delay lines to synthesize transversal filters

in electronic warfare systems.

The switch development was divided into two phases: chip develop-

ment (involving the development of the 10 chip with the 2 x 2 switch)

and fiber-to-chip interfacing (involving the permanent coupling of

single-mode fiber-optic pigtails to the four ports of the chip). The

theory and design involved in these phases are described in detail in

Section 2. Briefly, the switch format was based on coherent coupling

between waveguides formed in Z-cut LiNbO The control of the coupling

was achieved by electro-optically varying the phase propagation con-

stants of each guide. The electrode arrangement divides the coupler into

four equal-length sections, such that the A reversal 2 technique could

be used to achieve both the bar state (straight through propagation) or

the cross state.

Specific accomplishments made during this program in chip development

include

* Demonstration of a four-section Aa reversal switch at
0.85 pm wavelength.

* Identification and verification of additional on-chip
losses associated with waveguide bends and small off-
sets or displacement of one waveguide section with
respect to another.

9
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* Experimental demonstration of Li 20 out-diffused mode
elimination.

Buffer layer deposition to eliminate losses caused
by the electrodes.

The second technical area, fiber-to-chip interfacing, required the

development of appropriate fixturing and manipulation techniques to

achieve the close tolerance requirements for high coupling efficiency

between a fiber with an 5-pm core and a channel guide with roughly a

2-pm by 5-jm cross section. Specific accomplishments made in this area

during this program include:

* Demonstration of better than l-dB coupling between
single-mode fiber and channel-diffused waveguide.

* Development of a coupling fixture and polishing tech-
niques that are close to achieving the required toler-
ances necessary to permanently couple single-mode fiber
to diffused channel waveguides with losses limited by
fundamental considerations.

" Fabrication of a deliverable switch with 2-dB losses
between fiber and chip (total loss 7.8 dB).

Section 2 presents the component design and operation principles

for the switch and fiber-to-chip coupling. In addition, Section 2 con-

tains much of the preliminary experimental data associated with the switch

optimization; this includes data on single-mode fiber-to-LiNbO 3:Ti

diffused waveguide coupling, switch optimization using the optimum wave-

guide for fiber-to-waveguide coupling, buffer layers between electrodes

and waveguides, AR coatings, and fiber coupler fixture.

Section 3 explains in detail the performance of the delivered

item versus the SOW requirements. In summary, the device had the

following characteristics.

* Four-section A reversal switch with SiO buffer layers
attached to four single-mode fiber pigtails. Wavelength
of operation is 83 pm.

* Total throughput loss was 7.8 dB; this is %2.4 dB
larger than fundamental limitations.

11



* CLosstalk between channels of '20 dB.

" No AR coatings between fibers and chips resulted in
reflections from chip edges

* Switch exceeds all pulse requirements for on and
off times. The operational bandwidth of the switch

is %100 11z to 500 MHz.

* Switches of this kind can be made in the wavelength
ranges of 1.06 to 1.3 lm. Recently, a 1.06-pm switch
was demonstrated at HRL.

Section 4 outlines the technology development required for signi-

ficant performance improvement of the 10 chip and operation in the

wavelength region of 1.06 to 1.3 im. The areas where additional research

are recommended are:

* Deposition of AR coatings on chip edges

Development of buffer layers that will allow switch opera-
tion at dc

Elimination of Li 20 out-diffusion mode problems to
optimize the switching voltages

* Optimization of fiber coupler fixture

* Optimization of fiber-to-waveguide coupling at longer
wavelengths

0 Optimization of switches with the optimum waveguides and
electrode arrangement at longer wavelengths.

12



SECTION 2

COMPONENT DESIGN AND OPERATION PRINCIPLES

A. SWITCH DESIGN

1. Switch Operation

The operation of the directional coupler switch is based on the

coherent exchange of radiation between two single-mode channel wave-

guides of width W placed in close proximity (i.e., separated by a gap G)

and configured so as to run parallel over an interaction length L

The waveguide patterns are formed in LiNbO 3 by diffusion of Ti with

thickness d. An electrode arrangement divides the coupler into equal-

length sections in which voltages of equal or opposite sign can be

applied to electro-optically (Pockels effect) control the phase pro-

pagation constants of each guide. With equal magnitude and opposite

voltages applied to alternating sections, a propagation constant mis-

match (61 - 2) = A3 is imposed in half of the switch, and -A$ is

imposed in the other half.

The manner in wnich a light beam couples its energy back and forth

between two parallel dielectric channels can be completely characterized

by three parameters: L, Ai, and K. The parameter K is a measure of

the strength of the interchannel coupling. The physical interpretation

of K is simplified by considering the situation A = 0; in this case, the

distance Z over which 100% power transfer occurs is given by A6= w/2K.

In the single-electrode switch designs of a directional coupler, the

transfer is controlled by spoiling the conditions of AL = 0 and

9,. = /2K. For optimum operation, the device must have a length equal

to nk, where n is an odd integer. The exact attainment of both A = 0

and L = 7/2K makes fabrication of a 100% transfer device very difficult.

These requirements are relaxed by using the As-reversal configuration

developed by Schmidt and Kogelnik.
2
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The switching action can be modeled by solving the coupled-mode

equations

R' - j6R = jKS

S' + j6R = jKR

where 6 1 - 2)/2, and the primed quantities refer to the spatial

derivative d/dz (z being the direction of propagation). For a single

section electrode, the solutions written in matrix form for arbitrary

input amplitudes R and S and device length z = L are

L -JB A Sj

where

A I Cos (Z (K
2 + 62))2 + j6 sin (z (,2 + 62)1/2 + 62)1/2

B1 = K sin ( Z(K2 + 62)1/2) /(,2 + 62) 1/2

6= A/2

A device in this configuration can be used effectively as a con-

trollable 50/50 beam splitter by adjusting the length, L, such that
2 2
B1 (6 = 0) = sin KL - .5 or L > k/2. The control comes by adjusting 6

2
(applying an electric t[eld) such that B .5. This condition is
plotted in Figure 2.

14
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Figure 2. Calculated conditions for electro-optically
achieving a 3 dB (50/50) coupler.
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For the two-section A reversal switch shown in Figure 3, the

solutions written in matrix form are for arbitrary input amplitudes R

and S and device length 2Z = L,

S* [ A2 [ ] [L :Iv:B: AJ LI *

- 6 section + 6 section

where

2
A = 1-2 B2

2 1

B2  = 2AI B1

Assuming initial conditions with (Ro, So ) = (1, 0), corresponding

to all power being initially in one guide, zero crosstalk in the crossed

or parallel states is assured by setting A2 - 0 and B2 - 0, respectively.

Each of these conditions establishes a correspondence between the nor-

malized parameters L/ and AO/L; this correspondence is plotted in

Figure 3b. The interpretation of this switch diagram is straightforward.

If L/Z is between 1 and 3, there exist values of A (a function of the

applied voltage or electric field under the electrodes) that will drive

the device onto both the parallel and crossed curves. Thus, device

length is a noncritical parameter, just as it is in a single-electrode

switch. Switch diagrams for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 electrodes or sections

are shown in Figures 3(a) through 3(e), respectively. The work performed

to date has been concentrated on the switch designs with two and four

sections. The wavelengths of operation have been 6328 im, .83 11m,

1.06 jim. At .8 pm, a four-section switch configuration resulted in

16
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reduced switch voltages of II volts for the cross state and 22 volts

for the straight through state. These voltages are approximately half

the switch voltage for the two section switch. Hence, the advantage of

longer devices and more sections.

As an example, we present here some of the results we obtained with

the 0.63 28-wm switch with two sections. The switch electrodes and

guides are shown in Figure 4. The light intensities in the two channels

measured at 0.6328 Im wavelength versus the applied voltages are shown

in Figure 5. Complete crossover and straight-through states have been

achieved with 25- to 30-dB isolation. The variation from sample to

sample, we believe, iq caused by misalignment of the electrodes with the

guide structure. The asymmetry of the switching characteristics with

voltage is due mainly to the electrode misalignment and optical damage.

Figtire 5(a) shows the device operation with the same voltage applied

to the split electrodes. The straight-through, =, state is attained in

this way. Figure 5(b) shows; the device operation in the A$-reversal

mode to attain complete crossover.

2. l.ineatr vly* r o-~t ipt_(Or ockels) Effect

Electro-opti, effects may be broad.v defined to include changes in

indcx of reira-tion, changes in absorption (electro-absorption), and

changes in scattering caused by the application of an electric field

to a material through which light is propagating. We will mainly

discuss refractive index changes induced by electric fields. If the

IndeA change varies linearly with the amplitude of the applied field,

the effect is known as the linear electro-optic, or Pockels, effect.
3

As explained by Nye, the Pockels effect is observed only in

crystalline solids that lack a center of symmetry. At present, the

Pockels effect is the most widely used of the physical effects for

construlcting light m,-,lators.

18
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Figure 4. Photograph of the AB reversal switch with 3-mm guides. The
electrodes are 4-vim wide with 3-mm spacing. The switch
length is 3-mm.
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Figure 5. Experimental switch performance in both the conventional (a)
and A63 re-, rsal (b) configuration.
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The magnitude of the linear electrooptic effect is calculated by

using the electrooptic coefficients that relate the changes in refrac-

tive index to the amplitude of the applied electric field. The electro-

optic coefficients are the elements of a third-rank tensor which

interrelates the applied field and light polarization and propagation

directions referred to the crystalline axes to the index changes.

Nye 3 gives a detailed description of the meaning and use of the

electrooptic tensor. This work is summarized below.

The refractive index of a general crystalline material is specified

by the indicatrix or index ellipsoid. The intersection of a plane

passing through the center of the index ellipsoid with the ellipsoidal 3
surface is an ellipse. The length Bi of one of the two principal axes

of this ellipse is related to the index of refraction ni of light

propagating in a direction normal to the plane and linearly polarized

parallel to that principal axis by ni = 1/ ,Bi" Light propagating normal

to the plane but polarized at an angle parallel to neither principal

axis propagates as two waves with velocities (refractive indices)

corresponding to the reciprocal square roots of the lengths of the two

principal axes and with amplitudes proportional to the cosines of the

angles between the polarization direction and the direction of Lhe

principal axes.

The linear electrooptic effect can be described by small changes

in the size and orientation of the indicatrix caused by an applied field.
< -4Since the Pockels effect is very small (An 10 ), for most purposes

rotational effects on the indicatrix can be neglected and the significanw

changes described through variations in the length of the principal

axes of the index ellipsoid.

Crystals that show the linear electrooptic effect are also piezo-

electric. Piezoelectricity is an electric-field-induced stress. This

is important because stress variations also produce changes in refractive

index through the photoelastic effect. Thus, to correctly describe the

20



total index change that takes place when an electric field is applied,

it is necessary to prescribe the mechanical constraints placed on the

crystal. This is done by specifying the electrooptic coefficients for

either the clamped or unciamped conditions. The clamped condition

corresponds to a crystal under constant strain and is applicable to

situations in which the frequency of the modulating field is well above

mechanical crystal resonances. In the unclamped (free) condition, the

crystal is under zero stress and the coefficients so specified are used

for frequencies well below the mechanical resonances. Thus, generally

the clamped coefficients are used for high frequencies and the unclamped

coefficients are used for low frequencies.

For linear polarized light propagating perpendicular to a principal

plane of the index ellipsoid, the electrooptic refractive index change

may be expressed as

An r' E
2

where n' is a linear combination of the principal refractive indices,

r' is a linear sum of electrooptic coefficients, and E is the appro-

priate component of the applied electric field.

A summary of the use of the electrooptic tensor and tables of

electrooptic coefficients were given by Kaminow in Ref. 4.

Because the linear electrooptic effect is basically due to elec-

tronic lattice transitions, the response time of the index change

approaches the electronic lattice relaxation times, which are in the

range 10- 13 to 10- 14 sec. Thus, for practical application, the fre-

quency response of the linear electrooptic effect need hardly be

considered.

In Table I are listed typical values of the electrooptic coeffi-

cient and refractive index for LiNbO 3, ZnO, and GaAs. These are

materials of technological importance which have been used f~r modulators.

21



Table 1. Some Typical Electrooptic Coefficients and
Refractive Index Changes for Applied

Fields of 10,000 V/cm

Relative n
Dielectric -12 4

Constant Material Um n' r', 10 m/V E = V/cm

28 LiNbO 0.6328 2.203(n ) 30(r 1.6 x 10-4

3 ( 33)

-5

8.2 ZnO 0.6328 2.015(n) 2.6(r 3 3) 1.1 x 10

Values of n, r, and c from Ref. 4.

7128

Values of An calculated from Ref. 4 when a field of 104 V/cm is applied

are also listed. We note from Table 1 that, even with LiNbO3, which

has one of the strongest electrooptic effects of commercially available

materials, a field of 104 V/cm gives an index change of less than two

4parts in 10

3. Channel Waveguide Formation in LiNbO 3

Low-loss single-mode optical channel waveguides are fabricated in

LiNbO 3 substrates by the in-diffusion of titanium metal. The presence

of Ti ions increases the polarizability of the medium, thus generating

a region of higher index of refraction. By adjusting the thickness and

the width of the Ti channel, single-mode optical waveguides in both the

transverse and depth directions are easily obtained.

Photolithography Lechniques are used to define the Ti pattern.

These techniques include sputter etching, chemical etching, and

22



photoresist lift-off. At HRL, the photoresist lift-off technique is

used to form the desired Ti pattern because it provides a better edge

definition of Ti channels. During the fabrication process, the pattern

of single-mode channel waveguides art first delineated on the positive

Shipley AZ 1305B photoresist. After exposing and developing the

photoresist, a 200- to 600-X-thick Ti film is electron-beam (E-beam)

deposited onto the photoresist pattern for guides. The open area is

thus filled with Ti metal. The unwanted Ti coating on the photoresist

is removed by dissolving the photoresist underneath in acetone. The

in-diffusion process is performed in a flowing oxygen atmosphere at

a temperature between 900 and 1000°C. The diffusion time is 6-8 hrs.

Before diffusion, the Ti metal is oxidized to TiO 2 at 600'C. The

addition of the oxidation step before diffusion enhances the surface

quality of the sample and the reproducibility of the diffusion process.

A typical temperature cycle is shown in Figure 6.

During E-beam evaporation, the thickness of the Ti film is moni-

tored by a quartz crystal oscillator. After diffusion, waveguide

ridges about 2.5 times as high as the original Ti thickness are present.

These ridges are used as registration marks in later photolithographic

processing.

Typically, wd have found that the parameters shown in Table 2

will generate single-mode guides in z-cut LiNbO 3 for the TE polarization.

4. Coupling Length Between Waveguides

Since there is no analytical description for the modal field of a

single diffused channel waveguide, no closed-form expression for the

coupling length Z is available for directional couplers. However, the

coupling between two uniform index channel waveguides has been
5

analyzed. In this case,

20
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t Figure 6. Diffusion temperature cycle for waveguide formation.
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where f depends on waveguide parameter but is independent of d, the0

separation between guides. The quantity y is the evanescent penetration

depth. Qualitatively, , depends on the shape of the fields within each

guide. For the uniform refractive index channel guides, we can write

Trk ': + k 2  2

o k2y
z

where k is the component of the propagation constant along the directionx

of separation of the guides, and k is the component along the lengthz

of the guides. We have used this theory to predict the general behavior

we would expect to see experimentally. Figure 7 shows some of these

results.

Table 2. Single-Mode Diffusion Parameters

Diffusion Diffusion
0 0

X Guide Width, pm Ti Thickness, A Temperature, C Time, hr

0.6328 3 200-350 1000 6

0.82 3 400-500 1000 6

0.82 4 350-450 1000 6

1.06 5 470-500 1000 6

7128
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Figure 7. Coupling length versus wavelength for uniform rectangular
guides. The index of the superstrate Is 1. The substrate
has an index of 2.2. The guide index is 2.2 + An.
The guide dimensions are shown in the insert.
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Recent articles by Schmidt et al. 6 have contained experimental data

for the coupling length for various guide configurations and wavelengths.

These data are shown in Figure 8. For d = 3 pm, the following Ti

thicknesses and waveguide widths produce an P --2 mm:

X, pm Ti Thickness, A W, pm

0.6328 300 3

0.83 400 4

1.06 460 5

The method for determining the coupling coefficient is illustrated

in Figure 9. The output intensity from the two channels assuming only

one has been excited is proportional to sin 2 (KL + ) and cos 2 (KL + i)

where . is the coupling coefficient, L is the interaction length and

. is the amount of coupling that has taken place in the transition to

and from the interaction region. Thus,

4 L + p = tan ( -Ratio)

where ratio = the ratio of the two output intensities. The data obtained

for a sample with 570A of Ti, 5 pm wide guides, 3 pm gap and varying

interaction lengths and a 1.15 im HeNe laser are plotted in Figure 10.

The coupling length (v = ,/2,) from these plots are Z = 3.5 mm and

= 1.9 mm for the T'M and TE modes respectively.

The experiments to optimize the fiber-to-waveguide coupling at a

wavelength of .83 um identified 470 A of Ti-diffused for 8 hours as

parameter which gives coupling approaching theoretical limits. With

waveguides formed using these parameters the experimentally determined

coupling length with a 3 pm gap is 2.3 mm.
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Figure 8(a). Top view of a waveguide directional coupler
where L is the coupler length, a is the wave-
guide width, and d is the separation between
the waveguides in the interaction region.
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Figure 8(b). Coupling coefficien: Ti-diffused LiNbO 3 waveguides at
1.06-, 0.83-, and 0.63j-lm wavelengths as a function of
waveguide separation. For each wavelength, the wave-
guides were fabricated so as to be single mode using
the following fabrication parameters: (0) X = 0.6328 pm,
T (Ti metal hickness) = 300 X, a = 3 vm; (A) X = 0.6328
Wjm, T = 300 A, a = 2 Im; (0) X 0.83 Im, T = 400 A,
a = 4 pjm; and (O) X = 1.06 pm, t = 460 A, a = 5 im.
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Figure 9. Method for determining the coupling coefficient, K.
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(a) TE mode

Figure 10. Experimental data determining the coupling coefficient at a
1.15 im wavelength for waveguides 5 Vm wide and 3 urm gap.
The waveguides were formed from 570 A of Ti diffused for
6 hrs at 1000C.
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Figure 10. Continued.
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B. FIBER ATTACHMENT

1. Coupling Apparatus

We had proposed to use the fiber attachment technique illustrated

in Figure 11. To hold the ITT single-mode fibers, V-grooves were to be

etched in <100>-oriented Si wafers with KOH. With this technique, the

groove widths are such that the fiber core is just above the Si surface,

and the photolithographic masks have matching groove and guide center-

to-center spacings. But we found that, when the LiNbO 3 chip is flipped

and placed on the Si surface, the fibers and channel guides cannot be

easily aligned. This is particularly true of the output pair of fibers.

This is primarily because both sides must be realigned on small rotations

of the chip and because the visual alignments available were not

adequate to position the guides exactly in the center of the V grooves.

These difficulties forced us to develop a new technique for fiber

attachment.

This new tohnique is illustrated in Figure 12, with a photograph

of the deliverable. The V-groove technology is again used to establish

the fiber-to-fiber separation, but a seoarate Si chip is used on each

face of the LiNbO 3 sample. After the fibers are positioned in the

grooves, the Si and fibers are polished such that the fiber and Si edge

are aligned (see Figure 13). The first two (input) fibers can then be

aligned and fixed into place before the second is aligned. In addition,

the sample face is not flipped down on the Si surface, thus making

electrical connection easier. The fixing is done with the epoxy.

The fixture is designed such that the Si chips can be adjusted

into place with external micropositioners, epoxied into place, and have

the positioner removed. With the early fixtures it was found that the

above process does not leave everything in an optimum position;

therefore, we have designed into this later fixture the ability to

adjust each Si chip independently by several microns in the plane and

normal to the plane of the LiNbO 3 sample. The minimum throughput loss

was 7.8 dB; a value u2 dB larger than theoretically predicted.
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Figure 11. Schematic of the four-port optical switch module.
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Figtire 13. Photograph of the polished end of St wafer with V grooves con-
taining single mode fibers.
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2. Fiber-to-Channel Coupling Performance

The theoretical coupling between a fiber and channel waveguide has
7

been described by Hocker and Burns. Their approach is to describe the

mode of the channel waveguide by a rectangular Gaussian beam with waists

in beam half widths of W and W The HE mode of the fiber can be
x y 8

approximated by a circular (;aussian with waist a. Cohen has shown that

the coupling coefficient between rectangular and circular Gaussians is

an optimum at the waist of the two beams and is given by

4

+ - Y+--

The total coupling trom fiber to channel is then given by

K' = T -I 1 , K

where T is the triinsmis-.sivitv, I is thle overlap of channel mode in thex
X ttirect loll aiid a 1i 5 {;ll.ianl o, wli st W , 1 is thet ov'erlap of channel

X v
xode in he v diiree. iond an t P (anssi ;'n a waist 1' , and W1 is thet., oet'r-

V

lip ) i tlit' I I inde o the fib ,r and ai circula r (;auss ian ot waist i.

I lit, v ii I 1 and I ,cre shown 1 to kbe o tile order of 0.98.

I- , ' i, ( i I tus ion timts as compared with the, time11 required to

i tus aI t i st', iirtti mitcri l f ron the sIi r fit' into t ie bt Ik, t he

ind,-, prol i . tor it trip ofI int init, e xtt'nt in the di rection 'Ind

xtkendiug tfroa x = -W/2 to x = W/2 in the x ditrection is (tilt, sIbstrate

tilt, pit V 0)
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n2 (x.y) n + (n2- n)f(y/D) g(2x/W)

f(y/D) exp (-y 2/D )

g(2x/W) = j lerf [(W/2D) (I + 2x/W)]+ erf [(W/2D) (1 - 2x/W)] t

Because of lateral diffusion, the geometrical aspect ratio of the guide

is not W/D, but is defined as 2x1 /2/D, where

( 2x 2 )- = (0)

The geometrical aspect ratio is plotted in Figure 14 versus the quantity

W/D. For a given W and increasing D (increased diffusion time or

temperature), the geometrical aspect ratio decreases to 1,.7 for W = D

and remains constant at this value. According to the calculations of

Hocker and Burns, this corresponds to the maximum coupling, although,

as can be seen from Figure 15(b), the decrease with increasing 2x 12/D

is slow. These calculations are based on the solid curve in Fig-

ure 15(a), which is a fit to calculated data for typical diffusion

profiles and effective index of the guides determinable from bO . The

data show that approximately 80% coupling may be achieved if all

parameters are optimized in a single diffusion; this corresponds to

64% throughput from fiber to fiber if the propagation and bend losses

are neglected (64% corresponds to \2 dB loss).

A simple computer program has been written to determine the angular

and displacement tolerances that must be maintained. This program

simply calculates the overlap integral between two Gaussian beams as

a function of angle and displacement. Some of the data from this pro-

gram is shown in Figur+ 16. It is interesting to compare this data to

the experimental data of t'oda et al. 9 shown in Figure 17. Basically,
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Figure 14. The geometric aspect ratio of an isotropically

diffused channel waveguide plotted versus the
ratio of the undiffused channel width W to the
diffusion length D.
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Figure2 15.
Plotted in (a) is the ratio of the modal
aspect ratios to the geometric, aspect
ratio for the first-order mode in several
diffused chainel waveguides. In (b) is
the power coupling coefficient for end
fire coupling between a circular fiber
with mode radius a and a diffused chan-
nel waveguide with mode half widths Wx
and WY. Both quantities are plotted
versus the geometric aspect ratio of the
diffu.ts. ,hannel waveguide. After Hocker
and Burns.
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Figure 16. Coupling coefficients associated with Gaussian beams.
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Figure 16. Continued.
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the calculations reinforce Noda's experimental data except for the

angular tolerance. The decreased waist associated with the smaller

fiber core diameter increases the tolerance limits.

b. Experimental Coupling Measurements

In order to optimize the single mode fiber to integrated optic

channel waveguide coupling waveguide samples with different waveguide

widths, Ti depths and diffusion times were fabricated. In these

experiments, an ITT single mode fiber with a 4.5 Pm core coupled to a

laser diode with a wavelength of 0.83 pm were used. The waveguide

samples contained straight waveguides; the following fabrication param-

eters were used:

* Ti thickness as of 430 A and 470 A

* Diffusicn times of 4, 6 and 8 hrs, and

* Waveguide width from I pm to 10 pm in 1/2 jim steps.

With these samples we have achieved theoretically predicted values f(r

the coupling coefficient.

The experimental setup illustrated in Figure 18 has been used in

the evaluation. The detected light has been corrected by the following

values to obtain the coupling coefficient:

* lens loss of 1.1 dB (measured value)

* propagation loss of I dB (assumed may be lower)

9 reflection loss of 0.5 dB (theoretical value).

.The values obtained for the TE polarization versus waveguide width are

plotted in Figure 19; values have been plotted only for single mode

guides. The 430 A samples had excellent waveguides for all three

diffusion times. The 470 X samples appeared incompletely diffused for

the 4 and 6 hr diffusions. The 8-hr diffusion samples produced excel-

lent waveguides.
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Figure 18. Schematic of the fiber-to-chip coupling loss mea-
surement technique.
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Figure 19. Coupling loss between ITT single mode fibers and Ti diffused
strip wavoguides of different widths for different diffusion
times and Ti depths.
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At the 5 pm waveguide width the 430 A sample gave a coupling loss

below 0.7 dB. The 470 A 8-hr diffusion sample gave the lowest coupling

coefficient of 0.4 dB for a wide range of waveguide widths. These

values must be viewed as lower bounds since they are corrected measure-

ments based on an assumed propagation loss; however, we can be assured

of a coupling loss of less than 1 dB.

Figure 20 shows the polished edge of a LiNbO 3 chip illuminated

from above. The waveguides are clearly visible; a cross section ratio

of %2:1 exists. These waveguides were formed with 470 A of Ti and a

1000°C, 8-hr diffusion. The width of the Ti was 4 vim. This serves as

an experimental confirmation of the Hocker and Burns theory that

optimum coupling occurs for a W/D of 2 or below.

C. WAVEGUIDE LOSSES

In addition to simple propagation loss (%i dB/cm), there are

other sources of loss associated with an optical circuit that do not

exist in straight waveguides. The two primary sources are:

* Waveguide bends and displacement.

* Metal electrode placement on waveguides.

Research that has been done in these areas at HRL are discussed below.

In the switch waveguide mask there typically are two additional

sources of loss that do not exist with straight waveguides. A schematic

of one of our waveguide masks is shown in Figure 21; note that the mask

is not drawn to scale. These are the bends and waveguide displacement

at the connection between angled and non-angled sections. We have

analyzed what the expected loss should be for a bend and a displacement

between straight guides. The initial calculations were done using the

mode profiles obtained by the Marcatili5 dielectric waveguide analysis.

The second analysis w. done using Gaussian profiles; it gives simple

formulas that are dependent on the Gaussian waist, , and match the other
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calculation if the appropriate waist is chosen. A more complete

discussion of these analyses are given in the Appendix. For the bend

shown in Figure 22, the transmission is given by

2 2 2
-k sin 0 /4

where k is the propagation constant and 1) is the bend angle in the

waveguide. For the displacement shown in Figure 23, the transmission is

given by

-"2 2
L_ = e

where '. is the displacement between waveguides. These results are

plotted in Figures 22 and 24 for 4 and 5 ;im waveguides. On our 4 jim

mask, which has four 0.5' bends and approximately 0.4 om displacement

at the waveguide interconnections, the expected additional loss is

,l dB, which corresponds with the experimental results below.

Three samples with straight guides and switch patterns showing

excellent transmission have been measured. These three samples were

diffused for 6 hrs and have

a. 3 pm wide Ti sources 500 X thick
b. 4 jim wide Ti sources 420 A thick

C. 5 im wide Ti sources 400 A thick.

The throughput for the switch patterns is consistently lower than the

straight guides. The excess losses caused by the bends in the samples

were 1.37, 0.76 dB, and I dB for samples a, b, and c, respectively.

The second source of additional loss associated with an optical

circuit is tile placemen, of electrodes on the chip such that the metal

interferes with the light. The electrodes placed directly on the

LiNbO 3 waveguides as required for the Z-cut LiNbO 3 switch are a source of
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propagation loss (-1 dB/mm for the TE mode and 10 dB/mm for the TM

mode). Therefore, it is desirable (and in fact necessary for low-loss

chips) to isolate the electrodes from the LiNbO3 surface with a low-loss

dielectric if the Z-cut configuration is to be used. This isolation

reduces the propagation losses for both polarizations, making it

possible to switch the TM polarization with the larger 133 electrooptic

coefficie . Figures 24 a and b presents switching curves displayed on

an osci scope at 60 Hertz. The switching voltage for the TM mode is

approximatelv 1/3 that of the TE mode corresponding to the ratio
r 3/rl "

13 13'
The presence of a buffer laver has important ramifications on low-

frequency operation. This follows because the buffer layers and the

I. NbO 3 tvpically have different resistivities. This can he shown with

a simple equivalent circuit model Figure 25. The model shows three

capacitors with corresponding leakage resistors. The three capacitors

complete the electrical circuit between the electrodes. Two capacitors

are across the buffer layer and one across the 1 iNbO . This is equiva-

lent to having three dielectrics with different leakage resistances

between the plates of a para I Ie1 p late capac i tor. At dc operation, the

voltage across the three capacitors or dielectrics is a simple voltage

division of the leakage resistance. If the resistance across the LiNbO 3

is much less than the resistance of the two buffer layer regions in dc

steady-state, there will be only a small voltage or corresponding

electric field across the LiNbO . Conversely, if the resistance

associated with the buffer layers is small compared with that associated

with the LiNbO the electric field and associated voltage will be

largest in the LiNbO3 .

For the .95 im wavelength we have fabricated and tested 4-section

switches with buffer layers of T iO 2 . The leakage resistance of tile

'Tio 1 film is much lower than that of the Sit), film. These switches

work at dc which supports or at Ieast is consistent with the above

model . The switching response at 60 Hertz is shown in Figure 26. The
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switching states are obtained with 11 and 22 volts. Additional

experiments are required to optimize the buffer layer.

D. AR COATING STUDY

In order to eliminate reflections from the interfaces between

GaAlAs laser (n % 3.35) fiber (n '% 1.48) and LiNbO3 (n % 2.2) chips

antireflection (AR) coatings can be placed between the components.

Three coatings have been designed for the following interfaces:

* Laser/air/LiNbO3

* Fiber/LiNbO 3

* Laser/Air/Fiber

Only the first two of these coatings have been deposited at HRL to date.

For this program only the fiber to LiNbO 3 coating has been studied.

The coating that we are investigating for the fiber LiNbO 3 inter-

face is illustrated in Figure 27. This coating requires no air gap.

The AR coating was designed using the average refractive index of LiNbO 3

at 0.85 gAm and a fiber index of 1.48. Figure 27 shows the resulting

reflections for variations from these values. The coating is 0.0975/

0.0556 A thickness of ThF5/ZnSe. This coating has been deposited and

tested; the result was a 0.1/ reflection.

The only difficulty remaining is getting a consistent coating on

the edge of the chip. The coating is being applied with a permanently

attached end piece to protect the edge. During the deposition, the

glue bond is out-gassing, causing the layer at the edge to be incon-

sistent with the remainder of the chip face. A special epoxy needs to

be found that does not have this difficulty.

The experimental setup for the AR coating test is schematically

shown in Figure 28. A fused multimode fiber 3 dB tee coupler was used.

Light was launched into one branch of the fiber tee from a 1.15 uim HeNe

i.aser. The light reflected from the ends opposite the launch end of

the coupler was then sampled (-3 dB sample) at the final port. The

following measurements were made:
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* No excitation from laser (background) = .26 na

* Laser excitation bare fiber @ output end = 1.52 na
(calibration measurement = 4% reflectance)

* Laser excitation output fibers against LiNbO 3 but with air
gap = 3.3 na

* Laser excitation output fibers against LiNbO 3 with index
matching liquid (designed configuration) = .3 na

From the background adjusted calibration and designed configuration

measurements, the calculated/measured reflectance from the fiber LiNbO 3

interface is .1%. This value is in good agreement with the expected

ref[ectance.

E. OUTI'D FFUSION EI,1MINATION STUDI ES

A problem in the fabrication of 'Ti diffused LiNbO 3 waveguides

is that, at high diffusion temperatures (850 to 1100'C), the LiNbO 3

substrate suffers the loss oi loosely bound I i 2 0 through a surface

outdiffusion process. The deviation from crystal stoichiometry at the

sample surface increases the extraordinary refractive index and leaves
l0

the ordinary refractive index unchanged. As a result, there is a

planar waveguide formed due to Li 2 0 outdiffusion in addition to the

waveguide formed by metal indiffusion. In channel waveguide devices,

the existence of the planar outdiffusion waveguide introduces excess

crosstalk between channels and increases background noise of the devices.

Furthermore, in an end-butt coupling configuration between a channel

waveguide and a single mode optical fiber or a diode laser source, a

significant amount of the optical energy is coupled to these unwanted

outdiffusion modes. Recently, several authors have reported techniques

to eliminate the Li2 0 outdiffusion waveguide by indiffusion of Li20

either during or after the Ti diffusion process. The Li 20 vapor derived

from a Li 2 0 source, l iNbO 3 powder, 12 and Li 2CO 3 powder, 13 is higher

than the equilibrium vapor pressure so that the outdiffusion process

from the LiNbO 3 wafer is suppressed. At the same time, the compensation
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process in which Li20 is indiffused into a Li-deficient LiNbO 3 wafer

becomes thermodynamically favorable, Figure 29. In all cases, Ti-

diffused planar waveguides were used to demonstrate the principle of

indiffusion of Li20. However, for channel waveguides the same process

that works well for Ti planar waveguides becomes critical in annealing

temperature and annealing time. Most times, the same was either under-

compensated or overcompensated. In the overcompensated samples the
14

guide due to the Ti channel was also eliminated. Later, Burns, et al.,

reported a successful compensation of nearly single mode Ti:LiNbO 3

channel waveguides using a modified LiNbO 3 powder treatment. They

concluded that the order of the treatments in LiNbO3 powder and in 02

is critical or channel compensation. It is believed in Ref. 8 that

the indiffused Li 2 0 has to be redistributed to allow for the extra-

ordinary mode propagation. In this study, we have tried to clarify

some of the mystery involved in the LiNbO3 power compensation process.

Experimental results reported here indicate that the index change
associated with the Ti ions in LiNbO3 is dependent on the stoichiometry

of the LiNbO3 wafer.

In the experimental study with channel waveguides, end fire couplin,

of a 1.15 im HeNe laser to the chips has been used. The technique we

are using to eliminate the out diffusion is to do the Ti diffusion in

an i 20 atmosphere generated by placing the sample in a PT box contain-

ing LiNbO 3 powder. Several Y-cut samples have been prepared and tested

for modal properties. These samples differ in the amount of time

diffused in the box, in 02, and the order of diffusion in the two

environments. All samples have guides of widths 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 Jim.

The initial depth of Ti was 500 A. The samples and the associated

designation are listed below.
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Sample Diffusions

2-4 B 2 hrs box; 4 hrs 02

4-2 B 4 hrs box; 2 hrs 02

4-2 A 4 hrs 02; 2 hrs box

2-4 A 2 hrs 02; 4 hrs box

0-6 A 0 hrs 02; 6 hrs box

6-2 B 6 hrs box; 2 hrs 02

6-6 A 6 hrs 02; 6 hrs box

6-0 A 6 hrs 0,; 0 hrs box

The modal properties of these samples are summarized in Table 3. The

following description is given to the code as used in the table.

CO Cut off

SM Single mode

HSM Halo single mode (i.e., approaching cut off with scattering
producing a triangular halo extending above the guide into
the substrate; throughput is still strong).

LSM Lossy single mode (i.e., very weak throughput and poor guide
definition).

From the table, the presence or absence of excess Li20 in the crystal

lattice has a strong effect upon the .,,n produced by the Ti; with a

lesser variation occurring in the ordinary index than the extraordinary

index. The other effect suggested by the data is that waveguides

supporting both polarizations can be obtained by an initial diffusion

in LiNbO 3 powder followed by a diffusion in 02 while samples supporting

only the ordinary polarization can be obtained by an initial diffusion

in 02 followed by a diffusion in LiNbO It also suggests that the

diffusion processing may be used to optimize devices. More experiments

are required before we can determine a process for device development

using the r33 electroo, ic coefficient. Experiments involving both Y

and Z cut l iNbO 3 are required to establish the optimum configuration

and process. Some of these experiments are presently under way with

IR&D funds.
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Table 3. Properties of Samples Li 20 Outdiffusion Elimination

Sample 5M 7 jim 9 Jim ll Pm 13 jim

T E TM TE ITM TE TM TE TM TE TM

2-4B CO CO CO CO HSM HSM SM SM SM SM

4-2B CO CO CO CO, HSM SM SM SM MM SM

4-2A CO CO COO SM CO SM LSM SM LSM MM

2-4A CO CO CO HSM LSM SM LSM SM HSM SM

0-6A CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO LSM

6-2B CO CO CO CO CO CO LSM HSM HSM HSM

6-6A CO CO CO LSM LSM SM SM SM SM SM

6-OA SM CO SM CO MM SM MM SM MM SM

CO Cut off
S11 Single mode
MM lMultimode

HSM Halo single mode (see text)
4LSM Observed but very weak (i.e., lossy single mode)
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SECTION 3

DELIVERABLE TEST RESULTS

A. INTRODUCTION

Hughes Aircraft has conducted a research and development effort

resulting in the demonstration and delivery of an integrated optic switch

permanently attached to fiber pigtails. The switch operates at .85 Pm

with a throughput loss of 7.8 dB from fiber-to-chip-to-fiber; a value

close to the theoretical optimum. The switch is electronically

switchable with switching voltages for the T.E. polarization of 25 volts

tor the cross rate and 50 volts for the parallel state. These are

higher than reported for a similar switch in Section 2c; this is

believed due to a thick SiO 2 layer. The switch does not operate at dc

due to the buffer layer being SiO2 (see Section 2c). In the following

paragraphs, we will compare switch operation with statement of work

goals. The organization is that each numbered subsection is a program

goal. In -ach subsection we summarize the experimental and theore-

tical results that apply to that goal.

B. PROGRAM (OA.S AND RESULTS

Insert ion Loss

The insertion loss, i.e., the lass induced in a single mode,

reference fibcr which represents the gyro or delay line loop, by the

presence of the coupler shall be less than I dB.

With reference to Figure 30; this requires that the loss from

point B to point D be less than 1 dB; this however is not believed

possible with the present approach. The losses from point B to D are

equivalent to the losses from B to C or A to D. These losses are

summarized in the next ;ection. A complete discussion is found in

Section 2.
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2. Coupling Loss in on Position

The coupling loss from the external fiber through the coupler to the

reference fiber shall be less than 3 dB while the coupler is in the on

position.

In reference to Figure 30, this requires that the losses from

point A to D or B to C be less than 3 dB. The deliverable has a loss

of 7.8 dB under these conditions. This total loss can be divided in

the following way:

2.5 dB propagation attenuation (chip ,2.5 cm in length)

1 dB bends and offsets

.35 dB reflections due to lack of AR coating

3.9 dB fiber-to-chip coupling loss.

The 3 dB value probably cannot be achieved with a switch of this

configuration. The fiber-to-chip coupling loss can be reduced to about

2 dB. The bend and offset loss is also presently limited by mask

making capabilities, but fundamentally can be reduced to ' .35 dB by

eliminating the offset errors at waveguide intersections; this remaining

.35 dB is due to the bends. The attenuation may decrease with increased

wavelength due to reduced scattering, but this has not been confirmed.

This will not be the case if the primary loss is absorption instead

of scattering. The total chip length can be reduced and maintain low

switching voltages by designing the switch for TM operation instead

of TE. This could result in a 1 dB reduction in the propagation loss.

3. Coupling Loss in off Position

The coupling loss from the external fiber through the coupler to

the reference fiber shall be greater than 30 dB while the coupler is

in the off position.

This particular specification is a crosstalk requirement when the

switch is in a bar state. The switching curves for the deliverable

are displayed in Figure 31. This photo shows three traces from the
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SWITCH

B 1:: D

REFERENCE FIBER

Figure 30.

Schematic diagram of a switch system.

10353-4

-CHANNEL 2

- DRIVE VOLTAGE

Figure 31.

Switching curves for the deliverable shown are the

drive voltage at 50 V/division and the output of
the two channels.
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oscilloscope. First is the drive voltage (60 cycles @ 50 volts/div.).

The other two traces are the detected intensities at the fiber outputs.

These intensity levels are exact images of each other. For both traces,

zero optical intensity is at the center of the scope. For the top

trace, increased intensity goes up; for the bottom trace, increased

intensity goes down. From these photographs, we can see approximately

a 20 dB crosstalk ratio at both the bar and cross states. This level

is strongly dependent on tie input polarization as the polarizatios

respond differently to the applied volt-ge. For a two section switch

with no buffer layer, the crosstalk versus time for the cross state is

shown in Figure 32. This shows that the 30 dB requirement can indeed

be realized. The drift with time measured can be eliminated by pulsed

operation or by maintaining a zero mean bias.

4. Reflect ions

RC lect ion.s in the reference fiber from the coupler shall be down

at least t) dB wile the coupler is in the off position.

The ref Iect ions Can be reduced to this level (see Section 2)

ho)wte\rtr, in thLe dv' ivtrah I, the AR coating was not applied due to the

difficultit-s reported earl ier. The reflections in the deliverable orC

onliy down by 14 dB.

.ITi - Rtsponsc

fiTe time for the coupler to be in the on position shall be variable

over the range frorw 2 to 4 i sees/pulse. The rise and fall time for

the switchable coupler shall be less than 200 nanoseconds. Techniques

used shall not preclude the coupler being used for on-times longer

thlan 4 i seconds.

Switches similar t(, the ont, delivyered have demonstrated GHz modula-

tion b.indwidths and n c-tsponse, times to pulses. The experimental

dal ta| suIOWn) in Ii urC I.' is not limiteLd 1y tile pulse response of tile

s'witch, hlt 1),y' tit sircv,; however, the requirements for tie rise-time
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(a)

U..'' 'S"

(c)

Figure 32.
l:Fxpcrink'nt~a (litai show,'ing the rise and
talI time Of the delivered switch and

puIsed oper.t ion vr'ing between

(a) 2 ; se'; (h) 4 vjse ; (c) 500 >see
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above are clearly demonstrated. The on-time requirements of 2 to

4 usecs/pulse are clearly demonstrated in Figures 32a and b. The

requirement for potentially longer on-times is demonstrated in Fig-

ure 32c where an on-time of 500 usec is indicated.

6. Repetition Rate

The repetition rate for the switchable coupler shall be adjustable

from 0.1 x 103 to 25 x 103 pulses per second.

Once the buffer layer problem has been completely investiated

and a procedure is established to give dc operation of switche, s with

low loss, the lower end of these requirements will be feasible.

Presently, with this long of a pulse or dwell time, there is some drift

in the optical crosstalk. This is shown in Figure 33. Here the CIUcc-

tribal pulse and the detected optical pulse are displaved. The pulse-

widths are 2 msec and the drift in the optical pulse is clear. This is

not bel ieved to be a fundamental problem.

7. Wave lgth

lt imate operating wavelengths desired will be from 1.06 to 1.3 ;:m.

Ir this work statement feasibility was demonstrated at .83 i.m.

lhe work required to achieve the desired wavelength of operation

is discussed in detail in the Recommendation and Conclusions section

of this report. Basically, the following will be entailed:

* Experimental fiber-to-chip coupling followed by

* Experimental chip optimization by varying interaction length
and electrodes, electrooptic coefficient or polarizaton

* AR coating development

S Buftter layer optimization.
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I'lie c ou 11 1 cr o pe ra t o on was d emons t ra t cd t o anl( f ruin a s i n g I c mod e

ibor. A photograph of tile doel iverable is, shown in Figure 34.
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SECTION 4

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

This highly successful program has resulted in the demonstration

of a low-loss, low voltage, high speed switchable directional coupler

with single mode fiber pigtails. Although the overall loss of the

device is approaching theoretical limits, there are some areas where

obvious improvements are required. Before discussing these areas, the

accomplishments of this program are summarized below:

" Demonstrated two- and four-section A reversal switches at
.85 pIm. Recently under another program a four-section switch

was demonstrated at 1.06 wm.

" Demonstrated less than I dB coupling loss beween LiNbO3:Ti-
diffused strip waveguides and single mode fibers.

a Assembled electrooptic directional coupler switch with
permanently attached single mode fibers, fiber-to-chip
coupling losses of ),I.8 dB, and total fiber-to-chip-to-fiber
loss of 7.8 dB. Chip contained a four-section AP, reversal
switch and was 2.5 cm in length. There were four attached
fiber pigtails.

Demonstrated successfully the deposition of the buffer layers
between waveguides and electrodes.

* Demonstrated consistent, flat, and chip-free edge polishing.

" Demonstrated AR coatings for the interfaces between LiNbO 3
chip and fibers.

" Analyzed losses associated with bends and offsets in wave-
guides confirmed analysis with experimental data.

* Demonstrated Li20 outdiffusion mode elimination.
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Based on this extensive work we recommend that additional research

be conducted on the following:

* Deposited AR coatings on chip edges.

* Study buffer layers that will allow switch operation at dc.

& Continued studies to eliminate Li20 outdiffusion mode problems

to optimize the switching voltages.

* Fiber coupler fixture optimization.

* Optimization of fiber-to-waveguide coupling at longer
wavelengths.

* Optimization of switches with the optimum waveguides and
electrode arrangement at longer wavelengths.

The first 3 topics have been discussed in detail in Section 2. The

last three are discussed below.

B. IBEiR COUPLER FIXT RE OPTIMIZATION

After both pair of input and oulput fibcrs wcrC ,tttacllcd to tilt

device shown in Figure 34 we ad usted the fihbrs hv ma: :t iii tia,

total throughput into the output I ibcr: with b.,th input t ibh r. c: .citcd.

The total thrcughput loss on tihe dl i verab Icl' 7.,1 db . AIt er I Ib-

tracting circuit h'sses and propagat ion loss, tilt remaining 3.9 dh

is associated with thlie fiber-to-chip coupl ing. This larger th an

expected coupling loss is believed to Ibe associated witLh the prec is ion

with which we can position the fibers using the prese at fixtu re or

possibly the concentricity of the i iber Lorc . Thi s conclus ion is based

on th, following observations. First, the total throughput was maximized

as described above. After blocking either laser source, t lie remaining

throughput could with ad~ ustment of the fibers then be increased by

IO%. (nblocking of the second last r source then resulted in a

decreased total tlirougihl jI. These rosults can be attributed tt, oither
a lack of precision in the angular al ignment of the fibers or the lack
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of concentricity of the fiber cores. Experiments need to be conducted

to establish the nature of the difficulty. If it is angular alignment,

more care is required in the assembly process. If it is the fiber

core concentricity, then we will have to establish a test to ensure the

fiber core to fiber core separation of 110 lim.

C. FIBER-TO-WAVEGUIDE COUPLING @ 1.06 - 1.3 vm

The majority of the research conducted during this program was

done at .8 - .85 pm; however, our initial goal was to make the device

for the 1.15 pm HeNe line. The primary reason for the .85 vm research

is the current lack of a commercially available single mode fiber at

1.15 pm. Initially we believed that the ITT 4.5 pm core fiber would

support the 1.15 pm mode with low loss; however, we found that any

bend in the fiber caused excessive loss. A fiber obtained from Bell

Laboratories supported the 1.15 pm mode; however, we felt it would be

fruitless to do the research with a one-of-a-kind fiber. Prior to

making the decision to pursue a .85 pm device and prior to perfecting

our fiber and LiNbO 3 polishing techniques, losses of about 2.5 dB

were observed between Bell fiber and channel waveguides at 1.15 jm.

This Bell fiber has a core diameter of 8 )jm. Any fiber for the longer

wavelength will have a larger core than the ITT fiber; but the core

should be kept as small as possible to optimize the fiber-to-channel

waveguide coupling; a core diameter of ,,6-7 jim is believed to be

optimum.

The experiments required to optimize the coupling between single

mode fiber and channel waveguides at 1.15 or any wavelength between

1.06 and 1.3 pm are similar in nature to those conducted during this

program at .83 pm. It is expected that the coupling losses will be

larger and the optimum will be more clearly defined since we will not

be working in the W/D ,,2 region of the diffusion curve (see Figure 14

and associated discussion). These experiments will probably be con-

ducted after the single mode fiber is available commercially or

fabricated at HRL.
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D. SWITCH OPTIMIZATION FOR THE LONGER WAVELENGTH

Once the Ti source depth and diffusion parameters are established

for the optimum fiber-to-guide coupling at the wavelength of operation,

the coupling length will have to be determined in order to design a

switch mask. The technique for determining the coupling length has

been discussed in Section 2.

At the longer wavelength, the circuit losses, except for the bend

loss which scales as (waist/wavelength), will probably be lower. The

propagation loss especially will be reduced if the primary loss is

due to scattering.

At the longer wavelength, the switching voltages will be increased

if the same number of sections and overall length is maintained.

Possible techniques of reducing the switching voltages are presently

being investigated with IR&I) funds.

Switch development at the 1.06 lim wavelength is presently being

conducted for the British Aerospace Corporation (HAS). No fiber pigtails

are required for this program. The switch developed for BAS will serve

as a test bed for on-chip losses at 1.06 vim.
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APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF BENDS AND OFFSET LOSSES IN INTEGRATED
OPTIC CHANNEL WAVEGUIDES

I. INTRODUCTION

The coupling of modes at an interface is given by the overlap

integral between the modes. This is expressed by:

I 1 42  dxdy 
2

f f 4, dxdy f I t22 dxdy

where 1, and '2 are the amplitude functions for the two modes. In the

analysis, the y coordinate axis is normal to the film and no modal

variation is assumed along this axis; therefore

2

J '4) 2 dx
- -o , ,q) *A2

f ji 1 dx 1 22 dx

11. GAUSSIAN ANALYSIS

For simplicity we will initially consider a simple case of Gaussian

mode profiles then consider the waveguide analysis of Marcatili 5 and

the associated mode profiles. It should be pointed out however that

the Gaussian analysis is not completely general since part of the

Gaussian z-dependent phase terms have been neglected. The analysis

therefore only applies within the waist of the Gaussian beam or for a

hypothetical guided Gaussian that is not allowed to expand. We assume
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2

I = e A3

and

2
( -x2z 2  A4

2 = e

consider first the geometry shown in Figure 22 which is a waveguide

with an angular bend, g. For this situation, we can write

x, = x2 cos 0 - z2 sin e A5

z = x2 sin 0 + z2 cosC A6

or by assuming z1 = 0

x2 = x1 cos 0 A7

z2 = -xI sin 0 A8

U'pon substitution into Eqs. A3-A4 and assuming 0 is small, we have

2

e U) A9

- + i k xsin 0 AlO
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Figure A-I. Geometry of a rectangular dielectric waveguide.

The field in the shaded re - is ignored in
the approximation.
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Substitution of this into Eq. A2 and doing the integrals gives

2 2 2w(k w sin )i/4)
L = e All

Some dependencies should be pointed out:

a For a given w, the loss will decrease for increase in
wavelength, X.

* For a given X, the loss will increase for an increase of the

Gaussian waist w.

* For a given ratio w/\ these losses remain consultant.

The second geometry to consider is shown in Figure 23. For this case

z I = z2 =0 and x and x2 + ; therefore

2

e= e Al2

2 2 (x1  2

wA3

'2 e ; 3

lpon substitution into Eq. A2 and doing the integrals, we obtain

2
-(6. 

2
- (-

e A14

In this case

* The losses increase with increasing ,

* Tile losses decrease with increasing mode width.
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1ll. MARCATILI ANALYSIS

In the Marcatili5 analysis, a waveguide immersed in seieral

dielectrics as shown in Figure Al was considered. In this analysis the

actual v- _guide parameters can be substituted. The guide has a width

of a along the x axis, a height of b along y axis, and a direction of

propagation that is parallel to the z axis. Since an exact solution of

the problem is not possible, approximationL are made in the analysis

to obtain a closed-form solution.

As shown in Figure Al, we will neglect the power that travels

through the shaded regions and the fields need only be matched along

the boundaries of Region 1. There are two sets of modes that satisfy

the boundary conditions, Ex and Ey . Ex modes, with dominant electric
pq pq pq

field polarized in the x direction, have field components E , E 0,
x y

E , H = 0, H , and H . Ey modes, on the other hand, have electric
z x y z pq

field polarized along the y direction and with field components E
V

E 0, f , H , H 0, and H. Ex modes are simiar to the TE modes
x z x v Z. pq

of a slab waveguide, and Ey modes resemble the TM modes.
pq

If we assume that all the field components have a time and z
i(.t-k z)z

dependence of the form e , then Maxwell's equations can bc

written as

VxE -i. H
0

From these equat ions, all the transverse field components Ex, IF- , H
v x

and H can be expressed in terms of the longitudinal components E andV 7

H:
z
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+ )4 z

Ey K 2 Dx 0E 2K \

i( H 2 E)

x K, 1

H z 2 z

y K 0

V

where

2 2 2 2 2 2
K =nk -k ,and k- 0 0

The refractive index n assumes the values n 1 , n 2 , n3, n4 , and n5 for

fields in the five regions of the waveguide. Both E and H must

satisfy the following reduced wave equation:

+ - + Kz7(s +j K )=0-

Since E and H are independent, we can choose their amplitude
z z

coefficients such that either H 0 or H = 0. If H 0, the set

of solutions will make up the E
x  modes; if H = 0, it will make up
pq Y

the E
y  modes.

pq
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. x  Modes: Polarization Along x
pq

The field components in the x-th region are

M cos(k x + ) cos(k v +:)
1 x

-ky2

M. cos(k x + ) e - 2

i(,t-k z) -k x

E = e z z M3cos(kyy + e) e x 3 A15

X\k

M 4cos(k x + e =4

-k c k
1 5Lt)s (kvY + ,) c = 5

V,

E;F - __

z k x

It = 0
X,

I = ;.k ( 2 E F

H =
y 0 -
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2 2 2 2 2
k + k + k = kx y z

x y2 + k z k=

2 2 2 22-kx3 + k + k =k n
x y z 2]

yx z A16

2 ) 2 k2n42

k - kv4 +k =kn

2 2 2 2 2-k 5  + k + k =k n
y z D

the boundary conditions require that the tarig't.ial components of E and

i be colt inuous Lit al 1 boundaries:

x I X, 1 H 2 2

b
E = , H = H v . .

x4 21 Z4

I L H =11
zi z3 v Y3

ii = Ifv  = - -(

I, / ,z5 y I 15

,pibi nin th( -e Iield componlents gives

k 1)Co,- , 2
M lcs + 2 M

k /b 
AI7

k b

1 = 4
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k b
Ikb \-2

-M k sin y + M k e
1 y 2 =2 y2

k a
-M kx sin y+ B -M k3 e

kx3a

-M k sin x -a M k e
1 x \2 3 x 3

k 5a A19

-Mlk sin - +k= e

kka1 9 1 2 2 25 x

(k + k) M cosy- -- +) (k - k')M3 e

kx5 a

k k a 22
(k 2 + k 2) M cos -- +  (k k )m e

z x x5 5

From Eqs. A17 and A18, we have

-Y-Y k2

(kn 

A21

tan - k
Y
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From Eqs. A19, A20, and A21, we have

( '+ ) = (-) - --' = k n 2

ta --i -- - ( = . -- . 2  )--k 5 ( k ~n 5--  2) A22

Fcr modes wellI above cutoff,

k nk and k k
z x x y

tus, Eq. ,\21 can he further reduced to

2k a--+ ) 2 k

n3 x
A23

Ik kx5

L - 2 k

x I x3

n 5 x

If wc rewrite Eq .A2I as

y23

We~~~ ~ ~ )ewl .) ' -'a

aor

(kfl ( )tZ+ ki =i

28



then

jkb\ k
= tan + mTt A242 2 k y

Similarly,

kyb_ _ -I k
S-tan y + n A25- -iq =tan y4

Then sum of Eqs. A24 and A25 gives

k

k b = (m + n) rn + tan k
y ky2

k

+ tan k
ky4

or

k k

k b = qri - tan - tan . A26
y k y2  ky4

likewise, from Eq. A23 we have

- 1  3 kx
k a = p - tan 2 - tan - I A27

n I  nIx5
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Eq. A16 can be rearranged to give the following relations:

k = (2,, ) 2 2, 2 1/2

x3,5 (n -n3) - x

k 21 2I (n 2 2 k2 1/

y2,4 1 2- n 4) y

22 2 1/2
kz I x y

I)efine the parameters 3,5 and 12, 4 such that

I I

3, 5 kx 3 ,5  [2- (n?- n2 5 ) 1/2]2_ k2  1/2

~I~(iL~) k~ 1/2
2

A3,J x

where

A23,5 2 1/2
2(n - n3 5)

and

I 1
2,4 k~, ~ (2- /)] 2 11/2 2 ] /

n- n 4  Y k
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with

x
A 24 2 2 1/2A2,4 = 2 2

2 n1 -n 2 ,4

Use the new symbols, Eqs. A26 and A27 become

n2 n2

kxa = pf - tan 1(3 1 k )- tan- 5 kx A28a

1 1

-1 -1

k b = q - tan (n2ky)- tan (n4ky) A28b

Eqs. A28a and A28b are the characteristic equations of the channel wave-

guide that can be solved numerically in general.

2. Ey  Modes: Polarization Along y
pq

The field components are

M cos(k x + t) cos(k y + ) =x y

M cos(k x + it) e -ky 2y V = 2
2 x

-x3 x

i(,t-k z) M 3 cos(k y + ( ) e _x = 3

H =e

M 4 cos(k x + a) e -ky 4y  v = 4

-x5X

M 5 cos(k y + ( ) e -, = 5
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H =0yv

H xk 3x
zI) k 9x

z

E =0
XV)

Ev - ___

DH

E I=

We can carry out the analysis parallel to that of Ex modes to
pq

obtain the characteristic equations as

-1 -1
kxa = p - tan (kx 3) - tan (kx 5)

t (b = qt - ta 22
ky q kn 2  ky2n )

3. Overlap Integrals

We have written computer programs which solve the above equations

for the mode profiles. In our case, the cv of equation A15 is zero due

to symmetry and all y dependencies can be ignored (y = 0). Further,

since all of our present devices primarily work for a single TE mode,

we consider only the Ex case.
00

For the case of an angular bend, the coordinate transformation

given by Eqs. A7 and A8 apply; we then have
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I
M cos (kx) M cos (kx cos ) =I

-kx x 1 -kx x cos
M43 e 2e -i k sin 0 x M3 e =

-kx x i-kx x cos '0

M5 e M5 e =
5 5

where M I/M 3 and M I/M 5 are given by Eq. A20. Eq. A2 can then be written

as

i 15td25 dx + iP,21 dx + *13.23 dx

a-2 a/2

4 'iI dx + '1313 dx/

where the second subscript refers to the region, V. These integrals

have been performed in closed form, programmed and calculated. Results

were presented earlier. (See Figure 22.)

For the displacement we have

MI cos (k x) M cos(k (x-))
x

\ 3  -kX 3 x M3  -kX 3 (X-)

' M e kxs" 42 = -kx 5 (x-)
1 5 e 14 e
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The overlap integrals can be written

-a12 -a/2+ a2 a12+2f *f * f * f f *
f 15"25 dx + "11'25 dx + "1'421 dx + f 13"21 dx + f dx

.- -a12 -a12+' a/2 a/2+ -

4 * 1l'1 
+  13'13

0 a/-

These integrals have also been performed in closed form, programmed,

and calculated. Results were presented earlier in Figure 23.

-a/2+ a/2 a/2+f f ' S f * S *
IN + f-dx 4 + f 1321 dx + 1323dx

Z' _. .. . .- a12 -A/f2+' a/2 a/2+

a/ a/
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